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Global Aviation Market Trend
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New aircraft required until 2035

Challenges in the aviation sector

- Shorter and more cost-efficient development cycles
- Shorter production cycles
- End of life strategies
- Increased efficiency in operation and reduction of environmental impact
Digital Twin reaching top of hype cycle

Original digital twin defined

Physical product in real space

Virtual product in virtual space

Digital twin

Data

Info
Digital twin and digital thread

Closed loop engineering

- Ideas
- Designs
- Geometries
- Stress simulations
- Cost

- Quality fingerprint
- Production data
- Ramp Up

- Performance
- Issues
- Cost
- Profitability

The digital world

Engineering → Production → Installation → Operation → Decomission

The physical world

As Designed → As Built → As Delivered → As Maintained
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Digital Twin in aviation - Examples

AVIATAR

skywise

Boeing AnalytX

PREDIX
It’s about sharing data

Tier 2

Tier 1

OEM

Airplane in operation

MRO provider

Tier 1

Airline

Regulator
The Network of Digital Twins
Digital, physical, conditional, commercial

Manufacturer
Product intelligence
Collaborative R&D, engineering and manufacturing

Asset intelligence
Asset Management, predictive maintenance and service

Operator
The Network of Digital Twins
Digital, physical, conditional, commercial

Product intelligence
Collaborative R&D, engineering and manufacturing

Asset intelligence
Asset Management, predictive maintenance and service

Manufacturer

Operator

SAP S/4HANA
Business Transactions
SAP Leonardo
Intelligent Insights
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Network of digital twins to drive business outcomes

- Shorter and more cost-efficient development cycles
- Shorter production cycles
- End of life strategies
- Increased efficiency in operation and reduction of environmental impact
Thank you.
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